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Competition between terminating and collective structures above spin 40\ in 154Dy
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High-spin states in154Dy were studied with the Gammasphere spectrometer using the36S(122Sn,4n) reac-
tion. Band terminating states were identified in the spin rangeI 5(36–48)\, and were found to compete with
collective rotational cascades up to the highest observed spins. Several ‘‘sidebands’’ feeding the terminating
structures were identified as well. A band dominated byM1 transitions was observed to terminate atI p

5422. The data are interpreted within the framework of configuration-dependent cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky
calculations without pairing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transitional nuclei such as154Dy with 66 protons and 88
neutrons, e.g., with a small number of nucleons outside
Z564 andN582 shells, are ideally suited to investigate t
microscopic origin of collective rotation, its evolution wit
rotational frequency, and the impact of structural change
high spin on global nuclear properties such as the sh
These nuclei are prolate in their ground state and, he
they are susceptible to rotation. Rotation is a collective p
nomenon, but from a microscopic point of view, the angu
momentum is built from the many small contributions of t
spins of the valence particles. As the total angular mom
tum increases, the valence spins become more and m
aligned along the rotation axis. Once the individual spins
all the valence nucleons in a configuration are fully align
i.e., once they are quantized along the rotation axis, the
called terminating state has been reached@1,2#. As several of
the valence nucleons occupy high-j orbitals, large spin val-
ues can be achieved in this way. In addition, the matter
tribution of these aligned particles is oblate. Thus, as a fu
tion of rotational frequency, a gradual change will occ
from a collective prolate to a noncollective oblate shape
154Dy, structures associated with this gradual alignment p
cess ~usually referred to as band termination! have been
identified along the zero-temperature yrast line at spin 31,
and suggested for higher spins in both positive- a
negative-parity configurations@3–5#. In addition, a prolate to
oblate phase transition at higher temperatures has bee
vestigated previously through a study of quasicontinuumg
rays @6#.

In the present work, band terminations have been de
eated in great detail in theI 5(40250)\ domain, i.e., it has

*On leave from Department of Physics, Tsinghua Univers
Beijing 100084, China.
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been possible to study the dependence of the phenomeno
the configuration involved. At the same time, band sequen
that maintain their rotational character have also been tra
to similar spin values. Thus, this data set provides the opp
tunity to study the configuration dependence of collect
and single-particle degrees of freedom at high spin and
compare the experimental results with state-of-the-art me
field calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

The experiment was performed at the 88-in. cyclotron
the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Excited sta
in 154Dy were populated via the36S(122Sn,4n) reaction at
165 MeV. The target consisted of a stack of thr
330 mg/cm2 isotopically enriched, self-supporting foils. De
cay g rays were detected with the Gammasphere spectr
eter@7#, which consisted of 103 Compton-suppressed Ge
tectors. A total of 1.53109 events was collected with five o
more suppressed Ge detectors required to fire in prompt
incidence.

The data were sorted into three-dimensional histogra
~cubes! gated either on the measured multiplicity or on t
strongest yrast154Dy transitions. The analysis was carrie
out with the Radware software package@8#. The level
scheme presented in Fig. 1 was constructed mostly fr
g-ray coincidence relationships, with additional support fro
the observation of cascade-crossover transitions and inte
considerations. The spin and parity assignments of Fig
were based ong-ray multipolarities derived using the mea
sured DCO~directional correlation of oriented nuclei! ratios
@9#. The latter were obtained from an angle-sorted asymm
ric cube whereg rays detected at forward (<37.4°) and
backward (>142.6°) angles were placed on theX axis, those
measured at sideward angles~between 69.8° and 110.2°) o
the Y axis, and those measured at any angle with respec
the beam direction on theZ axis. This DCO cube was ana

,
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FIG. 1. 154Dy level scheme from this work. Theg-ray intensities are indicated by the arrow widths, and the decay sequences are l
by the parity and the signature (p,a).
034312-2
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FIG. 2. ~a! Coincidence spectrum double gated ong-ray transitions along the strongest decay pathway between the 421 state of band
(1,0)3 and the 301 state of band (1,0)1 showing the abrupt band termination at high spins. Side-feeding transitions for this band ar
marked by their energies.~b! High-spin region of a coincidence spectrum for band (2,1)1 double gated on the transitions between the 42

and 312 levels.~c! Coincidence spectrum of bands (2,0)4 and (2,1)4 double gated on the 1010-keV decay-out transition and any on
the M1 transitions, marked with the ‘‘1’’ symbol, between the 112 and 242 levels. The spectra were extracted from a cube gated by
lowest four yrast transitions.
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lyzed with the XMII program @10# and the technique wa
calibrated with strong transitions of known multipolarit
The extracted DCO ratios fall into two distinct groups ce
tered around 1.0 and 0.6 for stretched quadrupole and di
transitions, respectively.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Most bands established earlier@3,4# have been extende
here to higher spins and, in several instances, placements
orderings were altered substantially, e.g., in band (1,0)4
above the 181 level, in band (2,1)1 above 272, and in
bands (2,0)2 and (2,1)2. Bands (2,0)1 , (2,0)4, and
(2,1)4 ~Fig. 1! as well as other short sequences have b
observed for the first time. Band (1,0)1 was known up to
the 321 level, where it looses its yrast status. This band
now been extended to 461 through a rotational cascade o
weak transitions with energies greater than 1 MeV. At lo
spin, a new, weak deexcitation path~390 keV! to an extended
b-vibrational band has been identified. Band (2,1)1 has
been clearly delineated from 332 to 512, the level with the
highest spin and excitation energy reported here. A spect
illustrating the top of the cascade is given in Fig. 2. One
the prominent level sequences of positive parity is ba
(1,0)3, which collects a large fraction of the flux in the sp
region above 36\. Remarkably, theg-ray intensity drops
quickly at the highest spins: while the 1126-keV 441→421

transition carries 9.5% of the intensity of the 21→01

ground state transition, the 1311- and 1410-keVg rays lo-
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cated just above it drop to 3.2% and 0.4%, respectively. T
is due to the large fragmentation of the decay pathways
is noticeable along this sequence. Nevertheless, the band
now been observed up to its expected termination~see dis-
cussion below!, hereby removing an ambiguity remainin
from the study of Ref.@4#. A spectrum of this band is also
shown in Fig. 2. Several additional weak transitions feed
this band between the 361 and 461 states were found to be
of stretched dipole character. Therefore, they depopulate
els with odd spins. These have been tentatively grouped
the two sequences labeled (1,1)1 and (1,1)2. Positive par-
ity is proposed for the latter sequences because of their c
connection with band (1,0)3, which is reflected in the ab
sence of in-bandE2 transitions~with the exception of the
1298-keV g ray! indicating that the associated transitio
probabilities must be smaller than those for the decay-
towards band (1,0)3. The situation in band (2,1)2 is similar
to that in band (1,0)3: this structure collects a larger fractio
of theg-ray flux in this spin region than any other, except f
band (1,0)3. However, the band terminates at the 412 state
with a very weak 713-keV transition. Its unfavored signatu
partner, band (2,0)2, is of much weaker intensity. Five lev
els were tentatively grouped together in a band labe
(2,1)3. Three linking transitions between these states a
band (2,1)2 were measured to have stretchedE2 character.
Similar to bands (1,1)1 and (1,1)2, no in-bandE2 transi-
tion was observed, except for the 1076-keVg ray.

Like band (1,0)1, bands (1,0)4 , (2,0)1, and (2,1)1
maintain their rotational character up to the highest sp
2-3
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W. C. MA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 034312
The ground state band, (1,0)4, is crossed at 141 by the s
band, (1,0)1, associated with a first pair of alignedi 13/2
neutrons@3,4#. Band (2,0)1 is new to this work. Despite a
maximum intensity of only;5%, it was traced up to 442.
The strongest decay path out of this band proceeds v
627-keV stretched dipole transition depopulating the 30
keV level to the 92 state in band (2,1)1. This 3048-keV
level was assigned as 102 based on the following argument
~i! a 101 possibility was ruled out because of the absence
the 101→81 and 81→61 transitions that would be ex
pected to link bands (2,0)1 and (1,0)4, ~ii ! similar consid-
erations rule out a 81 assignment, while~iii ! a 82 hypothesis
would require an unlikelyM2 character for the 744- an
917-keV transitions. In addition, the band can be interpre
as the signature partner of band (2,1)1 in view of the strik-
ing similarities in their respective moments of inertia a
alignments. Spin and parity assignments to low-spin level
the strongly coupled bands, (2,0)4 and (2,1)4 shown in
Fig. 2~c!, are based mainly on the stretched dipole chara
of the strongest decay-out transition, the 1010-keVg ray
depopulating the 3314-keV state towards the ground s
band. An I 59\ assignment to this level is ruled out as
would require the 820-keVg ray to be associated with a
unlikely DI 53\ transition. An 111 assignment is not pos
sible either as it implies that a 893-keVM2 transition would
be sharing decay-out flux with 1010- and 432-keV dipo
transitions. Therefore, this level was assigned the quan
numbers 112. Finally, band (2,1)5, which was delineated
from 212 to a level tentatively assigned as 372, is character-
ized by irregular transition energies, a feature also displa
by the short feeding sequence constituting band (2,0)3.
These last two bands are given here for completeness. T
nature is at present unclear and they will not be discus
hereafter.

IV. DISCUSSION

In Ref. @3#, calculations within the configuration
dependent cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky~CNS! approach
@2,11# had been used to predict many of the band structu
discovered in the present work. The same approach is
ployed here, but the calculations differ from the earlier on
in several aspects. A modifiedA5150 parameter set~e.g.,
@12,13#! was introduced, which differs from the standard o
@11# in its largerZ564 shell gap, and in the energy dege
eracy of theg7/2 andd5/2 proton subshells.1 In addition, with
the new computer codes, it is not only possible to fix t
distribution of the particles over theN shells~or more pre-
cisely, theNrot shells!, but also to fix the distribution be
tween orbitals dominated by the high-j intruder and the othe
j components of a singleN shell @14#. This makes it possible
to specify, for example, the distribution of neutrons over
h11/2 and the otherN55 subshells~mainly h9/2f 7/2 for N

1In Ref. @11#, theZ564 gap was simulated by shifting the ban
by an amount depending on theirph11/2 content and theg7/2 sub-
shell was;0.5 MeV below thed5/2 one.
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'90). Furthermore, in specific cases, it was possible
specify further the occupation of orbitals dominated by s
cific j shells and to track, for example, the number of proto
excited from orbitals of (g7/2d5/2) character below theZ
564 gap to configurations of (d3/2s1/2) character above this
gap@15#. It is worth keeping in mind that the CNS approac
neglects pairing and, as a result, calculations become rea
only at fairly high spin, e.g.,I>(25230)\.

The calculated configurations are labeled
@p1p2(p3p4),(n0)n1n2#, wherep1 is the number of proton
holes of (g7/2d5/2) character,p2 is the number ofh11/2 pro-
tons,n1 is the number ofh11/2 neutron holes, andn2 is the
number ofi 13/2 neutrons. Furthermore, the labels in parenth
ses, given only when they are different from zero, denote
number of (h9/2f 7/2) (p3) and i 13/2 (p4) protons, andN54
neutron holes (n0), respectively. The number of (d3/2s1/2)
protons and (h9/2f 7/2) neutrons is not given explicitly, bu
can be determined from the total number of nucleons.

A. Rotational bands

Judging from their energy sequences, bands (1,0)1 ,
(1,0)4 , (2,0)1 , (2,1)1 , (2,0)4, and (2,1)4 appear to
maintain their rotational character up to the highest sp
For the three strongest among them, this is supported
lifetime measurements@4,5#, which, unfortunately, do not ex
tend into the spin domain where they are relevant for c
figuration assignments. The six bands are drawn vs a r
rotation reference in Fig. 3, where they are also compa
with selected calculated configurations. As indicated abo
band (2,1)1 is observed to be regular all the way up toI
5512. Contrary to the assumptions in@3#, the present calcu-
lations indicate that neutronh11/2 holes have to be involved
In the absence of such holes in the configuration, maxim
achievable spins are only slightly above 50\ and the calcu-
lated bands all show clear signs of approaching termina
below this 50\ spin value. Configurations with a singleh11/2
hole result in signature degenerate bands, contrary to
observed (2,1)1 band. Thus, this band must be assigned t
configuration with twoh11/2 neutron holes, and the possib
configurations are then@46,23#, drawn in Fig. 3, and@45,22#.
The latter is calculated to lie a few hundred keV higher
energy. Considering this energy difference and the gen
features of then(h11/2)

22 excitations discussed below,
@46,23# assignment appears to be the only realistic one.

The fact that band (2,0)1 can be interpreted as the sig
nature partner of band (2,1)1, as stated above, can be in
ferred in Fig. 3 from the parallel trajectories in the energy
spin plane. Hence, the two bands have the same distribu
of the particles over thej shells, i.e., a@46,23# configuration,
but with an opposite signature for the fifth (h9/2f 7/2) neutron.
Furthermore, the even spin positive-parity configuration w
one neutron moved from thei 13/2 orbit to the (h9/2f 7/2) con-
figuration, @46,22#, is calculated to lie low in energy forI
5(20240)\ and reproduces the observed band (1,0)1 quite
well ~Fig. 3!. Note that the@46,22# band is calculated to cros
the @46,23# bands in theI 5(40250)\ region, in agreemen
with experiment. It is worth noting that these three ban
have the same distribution of the 8 (h9/2g7/2) and i 13/2 neu-
2-4
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COMPETITION BETWEEN TERMINATING AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 034312
trons as the three low-lying bands terminating at 461, 482,
and 492 in 158Er @13#. Two calculated configurations of Fig
3, i.e., @46,02# and @46,~2!24#, can be viewed as candidate
for the description of band (1,0)4. The former configuration
terminates high above the yrast line atI 554 and is charac-
terized by rather low collectivity, while the latter has tw
neutron holes in theN54 shell and two in theh11/2 orbit,
leading to large deformation («'0.28,g'220°). The
@46,~2!24# configuration reproduces the general evolution
excitation energy and spin quite well, but an assignmen
the @46,02# configuration cannot be entirely ruled out, b
cause it remains difficult to understand why this configu
tion has not been observed experimentally despite the
that it is calculated to lie low in excitation energy over
large spin range. Finally, the last two bands, which maint
their rotational character up to the highest observed sp

FIG. 3. Observed~upper panel! and calculated~lower panel!
collective bands in154Dy. The CNS calculations are done witho
pairing, thus they apply only at high spin, above the shaded reg
The observed bands are plotted versus the standardkI(I 11) of
Ref. @2#, i.e., with the constantk chosen to equal 0.007 MeV fo
A5158 and scaled withA25/3. As noted previously for the neigh
boring nucleus155Dy @16#, one discrepancy often found betwee
calculations and experiment is that the average energy cost per
unit is somewhat higher for the observed bands than for the ca
lated bands. Thus, in order to get similar slopes in the theory pa
of the figure, the subtracted reference energy is 10% smaller fo
calculated than for the experimental ones. The observed band
terpreted as having twoh11/2 neutron holes in their configuration
and their calculated counterparts are drawn by thick lines and l
symbols. The interpretation of the other bands drawn with thin
lines is more tentative as discussed in the text.
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(2,0)4 and (2,1)4, form a strongly coupled structure wher
the absence of signature splitting indicates that the assoc
configuration must contain a high-K orbital. A @505#11/2
neutron hole configuration is proposed, as thish11/2 orbital is
the only high-K state close to the Fermi surface. The lowe
calculated negative-parity (h11/2)

21 configuration at low
spin,@46,11#, is assigned. As seen in Fig. 3, the@46,11# band
is crossed by the@46,13# configuration aroundI 530\, sug-
gesting an alignment of twoi 13/2 neutrons. The calculation is
in general agreement with the data where a crossing app
to take place in theI 5(25230)\ range. It should be noted
that several other (h11/2)

21 configurations are calculated t
be low in energy at spin valuesI 5(30–40)\. One such
band, i.e., the one labeled@46,12#, has been drawn in Fig. 3

B. Terminating structures

While the rotational sequences are characterized at s
I>25\ by flat or upsloping trajectories when drawn vs
rigid rotor reference~Fig. 3!, other bands reported here e
hibit a marked downslope as can be seen in the upper p
of Fig. 4 ~note that the bands connected byE2 transitions are
drawn with thick lines!: this is indicative of structures ap
proaching termination@2#. Calculations for the configura
tions assigned to the terminating bands are presented in
middle panel of the figure. The calculated bands drawn w
thick lines are all associated with configurations of the ty
p(d5/2g7/2)

2n(h11/2)
21nn(h9/2f 7/2)

4( i 13/2)
2 containingn50,

1, and 2 proton holes in theZ564 core. In these configura
tions, the neutrons and theh11/2 protons contribute with their
maximum spins of 26\ and 10\, 13.5\, and 16\, respec-
tively. The spin contribution from thed5/2g7/2 proton hole~s!
in the energetically most favored states depends on the
tive position of these two subshells.

1. Negative-parity levels

Negative-parity states are formed when one proton is
cited fromd5/2g7/2 to h11/2. The proton hole can be placed i
mi521/2, 23/2, 25/2, or27/2 orbitals leading to configu
rations with the maximal spin varying fromI 526\113.5\
10.5\540\ up to I 526\113.5\13.5\543\. The rela-
tive energies of these states can be estimated from anei vs
mi diagram, see Fig. 7 of Ref.@17#. The mi523/2 and
25/2 orbitals are calculated to be most favored energetic
leading to the low-lying terminating 412 and 422 states as-
sociated with the configurations labeled@13,02# in Fig. 4.
These two maximaly aligned states provide a natural ex
nation for the experimental levels of corresponding spin
bands (2,1)2 and (2,0)2. The 402 level of band (2,0)2 is
worth a closer look as its energy is lower than would
expected on the basis of a smooth extrapolation from
g-ray transition energies between the lower band memb
In the calculations, themi521/2 orbital is only slightly less
favored in excitation energy than themi523/2 and25/2
ones and, as a result, a low-lying 402 terminating state can
be formed with the proton contributing (1/2)\ to the total
spin, providing a straightforward interpretation of the expe
mental observations. Finally, ami527/2 proton hole leads
to an aligned 432 state, which is calculated to lie at a high
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W. C. MA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 034312
excitation energy. The level scheme of Fig. 1 contains a 42

level, placed into a tentative (2,1)3 ‘‘band,’’ which decays
with a high-energy transition~1637 keV! to the terminating
412 state, in agreement with the expectation. However,
452 level placed in this (2,1)3 band, which is the only band
member to decay via anE2 transition, cannot be formed i
the @13,02# configurations under discussion and must the
fore have another character. Possible interpretations for
latter state are discussed below.

It should be pointed out that one of the most striki
experimental features of bands (2,1)2 and (2,0)2, i.e., the
fact that they are connected byM1 transitions, finds a natu
ral explanation within the present interpretation since
bands differ only by the signature of the (g7/2d5/2) proton
hole. The occurrence of suchM1 transitions close to termi
nation was predicted in Ref.@1# and reiterated in Ref.@3#,

FIG. 4. Observed terminating bands of154Dy in the upper panel
with their calculated counterparts in the middle panel. Note that
@13,02# label refers to the two bands terminating at 412 (432) and
422, and @24,02# refers to the three bands terminating at 471 and
481. In the lower panel, some configurations predicted to termin
in the I 5(50255)\ range are added. The bands are drawn ver
the same reference as in Fig. 3 and the collective (2,1)1 band and
its theoretical counterpart are drawn in this figure~thick shaded
line! to facilitate the comparison between the two types of confi
rations.
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where two of them were first identified. Such bands of lo
collectivity, dominated by ‘‘rotational-like’’M1 transitions,
have recently attracted a lot of interest. It has been sugge
that they correspond to a new rotational mode, the ‘‘she
bands’’ or ‘‘magnetic rotation’’~see, e.g.,@18#!, for which
some of the best examples can be found in neutron-defic
Pb nuclei@19#. The magnetic bands have been described
terms of the ‘‘shears mechanism’’ where the angular mom
tum is built from two ‘‘blades,’’ which start out at low-spin
values as being aligned with the perpendicular and the s
metry axes, respectively. These blades close gradually w
the angular momentum increases and becomes fully alig
in the terminating state@20#. Assuming that the presen
@13,02# configuration is prolate at intermediate spin value
the blades are built by the twoi 13/2 neutrons aligned along
the perpendicular axis and the (g7/2d5/2) proton hole, which
is formed in the high-K @202#5/2 Nilsson orbital and thus
aligned along the prolate symmetry axis. The other partic
can then be considered as spectators gradually aligning a
the rotation axis with increasing spin. Because of the re
tively low rotational frequencies~small values ofEg) in
these (2,1)2 and (2,0)2 bands of154Dy, the closing of the
blades will occur at relatively high angular momenta. Co
sequently, theB(M1) values should remain large up to sp
values fairly close to termination. These features suggest
bands (2,1)2 and (2,0)2 in 154Dy may well represent the
first instance where it has been possible to follow a she
type configuration all the way to a high-spin termination.

2. Positive-parity levels

The description of terminating states with positive par
within the CNS approach is also rather successful. The lo
est such level@361, band (1,0)2# can be associated with th
@02,02# configuration~Fig. 4!, which has already been dis
cussed in detail in Ref.@3#. The properties of this state ar
well reproduced, but the general trajectory of the@02,02#
configuration in the energy vs spin plane deviates from
data. Therefore, the experimentally observed 341 state ap-
pears not to be related to the 341 state in the@02,02# con-
figuration. A maximally aligned terminating state of 481 can
be achieved for@24,02# configurations, providing a natura
assignment for the highest level of band (1,0)3. However, as
can be seen in Fig. 4~middle panel!, positive-parity states
with spin 44 and 46 are calculated to lie lower in energy on
the rigid rotor reference is subtracted. In fact, since the 41

potential energy surface is extremely soft towardsg560°, it
may be argued that the@24,02# band should be considered t
already terminate at 461. The smooth, gradual dependen
of the experimental energy vs spin curve for band (1,0)3
betweenI 544\ and 48\, and the measuredB(E2) values
@4# indicate that a substantial degree of collectivity persi
up to theI 546\ level, an observation in some disagreeme
with the calculations. These differences between calculati
and experiment are even larger in Ref.@3#, suggesting that
the g7/2 subshell should be even higher in energy than is
case with the present parametrization. States in ba
(1,1)1 and (1,1)2 distinguish themselves from those
band (1,0)3 through the odd spins. Within the@24,02# con-
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figurations, such bands are naturally formed with both pro
holes having the same signature. Thus, aligned 471 states
can be formed either with both proton holes inmi525/2
orbitals (a521/2) or with one proton hole inmi527/2
and the other inmi523/2 (a51/2). The calculated band
are also given in the middle panel of Fig. 4. Again, the ge
eral trend is similar to that found in the data, but the co
puted excitation energies appear to be low by 0.5 MeV~rela-
tive to those of the structure terminating at 481).

3. Other possible terminating structures

Having identified terminating states up toI 5481, it is
interesting to also consider special band terminations
one may be able to observe at even higher spins in fu
measurements. Calculated configurations of this kind
drawn in the lower panel of Fig. 4 together with those ide
tified unambiguously in the present work. Relative to t
461 or 481 levels from the@24,02# configuration, such state
are most naturally formed by exciting an additional prot
across theZ564 gap or by lifting one neutron from th
(h9/2f 7/2) orbit to i 13/2 state. The resulting two signatures
the @35,02# configuration and the lowest signature of t
@24,03# excitation give rise to terminating states with spi
I 550\,51\, and 52\ located on the yrast line or in its clos
proximity. The observed 452 state of band (2,1)3 can per-
haps be assigned to this@35,02# configuration considering
that the corresponding configuration has also been obse
over an extended spin range, and tentatively to its term
tion at I 558\, in the 156Dy isotope@12,15#. In this 156Dy
nucleus, another configuration, with one more proton exc
across theZ564 gap@to a (d3/2s1/2) orbital#, has been tenta
tively followed to termination atI 562\. The corresponding
@45,02# band in154Dy is also given in the lower panel of Fig
4, with a termination in the yrast region atI 5552. This
@45,02# configuration could represent yet another possi
interpretation for the 452 state of band (2,1)3. In any event,
considering the decay properties in the (2,1)3 band and the
present discussion, it can be stated that the observed2

level probably corresponds to a mixture between the c
figurations discussed here. The@46,02# configuration dis-
cussed above is also relevant when searching for config
tions terminating aroundI 5(50255)\: this is clearly seen
in the lower panel of Fig. 4. This configuration differs fro
the @45,02# one only by the fact that a sixth proton occupi
a h11/2 orbital rather than a (d3/2s1/2) state. At low spins, the
@46,02# band is clearly lowest in energy, but the two config
rations cross aroundI 540\ after which the@45,02# band
becomes lower by approximately 0.5 MeV forI 5(45
255)\. For spin values aboveI 550\, the calculations sug
gest that configurations with one proton excited to the low
N56 i 13/2 orbital become competitive in energy, as illu
trated by the@34~01!,02# band in Fig. 4.

C. Shape coexistence in154Dy

In order to illustrate the well-developed shape coexiste
present at high spin in154Dy, trajectories in the usual defor
mation space are presented for selected configurations in
5. It is worth keeping in mind that, in addition to the stru
03431
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tures discussed here, a superdeformed band has also
reported in this nucleus@21#. The bands terminating atI
5361, 412, and 422 are calculated to lie very close to th
noncollectiveg560° axis, also for spins (224)\ below ter-
mination. As a result these bands should have a very sm
collectivity. Therefore, it is not unexpected that only the ge
eral characteristics, but not the detailed properties, of th
bands can be described by the CNS calculations. Altho
the trajectory of the@24,02# configuration through the defor
mation plane is more typical of a ‘‘standard,’’ terminatin
band, also in this case, theI max22\ andI max24\ states lie
closer to theg560° line than is the case for, e.g., the smoo
terminating bands of theA5110 region@2#. The calculated
shapes are in general agreement with the available lifet
data @4,5# showing very smallB(E2) reduced probabilities
for the 361→341 and 341→321 decays in the (1,0)2 band
and substantially largerB(E2) values for transitions close t
the terminatingI 5481 state in band (1,0)3. The @46,23#
configuration is characterized by a prolate shape («50.22
20.25,g'0°) up to the highest spin state (512) reported
here. It would be interesting to follow this configuration
its calculated termination into a nearly spherical shape, h
above the yrast line atI 5712. Generally speaking, the de
formation is larger at low spin as more protons are exci
across theZ564 gap, but the terminations tend to occ
closer to a spherical shape. This feature is correlated with
relative slopes of the Nilsson orbitals for prolate and obl
shapes.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, high-spin states up to 51\ have been estab
lished in the transitional nucleus154Dy. Some of the bands
were found to maintain their smooth, collective rotation
behavior up to the highest spins, while others were show
terminate in theI 5(36248)\ spin range. Configuration

FIG. 5. Calculated deformations for some typical configuratio
in 154Dy. The deformations are shown~by squares! in steps of 10\
at large collectivity and then for all spin values~by circles! in the
spin range@ I max210\,I max#. Note that the@46,23# configuration has
only been observed atI 551\, where it is still strongly collective,
and that the (1,0)4 band is interpreted as built either from th
@46,~2!24# or @46,02# configuration.
2-7
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dependent cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky calculations are
to account for most of the observations. The collective ba
are understood as being associated with neutron excita
across theN582 shell gap. In contrast, the character of t
terminations, abrupt or rather smooth, appears to be co
lated to the number of protons excited across theZ564 gap.
Compared with previous studies of terminating bands in
ferent mass regions, a much larger number of ‘‘sidebands
observed in154Dy. The presence of these bands sugge
that, with an increased experimental sensitivity, a very r
o

ta

n-

03431
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s
ns
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ts
h

structure of interacting bands will be revealed in the u
paired, very high spin (I>50\) regime.
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